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            Abstract
Arrestin proteins bind to active, phosphorylated G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), thereby preventing G-protein coupling, triggering receptor internalization and affecting various downstream signalling pathways1,2. Although there is a wealth of structural information detailing the interactions between GPCRs and G proteins, less is known about how arrestins engage GPCRs. Here we report a cryo-electron microscopy structure of full-length human neurotensin receptor 1 (NTSR1) in complex with truncated human β-arrestin 1 (βarr1(ΔCT)). We find that phosphorylation of NTSR1 is critical for the formation of a stable complex with βarr1(ΔCT), and identify phosphorylated sites in both the third intracellular loop and the C terminus that may promote this interaction. In addition, we observe a phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate molecule forming a bridge between the membrane side of NTSR1 transmembrane segments 1 and 4 and the C-lobe of arrestin. Compared with a structure of a rhodopsin–arrestin-1 complex, in our structure arrestin is rotated by approximately 85° relative to the receptor. These findings highlight both conserved aspects and plasticity among arrestin–receptor interactions.
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                    Fig. 1: The NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex features a distinct arrestin orientation and unique interaction sites.[image: ]


Fig. 2: βarr1(ΔCT)-bound NTSR1 adopts a conformation similar to that of Gi-bound states.[image: ]


Fig. 3: NTSR1-bound βarr1(ΔCT) shows activation hallmarks, with some loops in distinct conformations.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Comparison of receptor/arrestin and receptor/G-protein interfaces.[image: ]


Fig. 5: The NTSR1/βarr1(ΔCT) interface comprises several distinct types of interactions.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The cryo-EM density map for the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex has been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank under accession code EMD-20836. The coordinates for the model of NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) have been deposited in the PDB under accession number 6UP7. Proteomics data have been deposited in the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository and can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.6019/PXD016224. The data supporting the findings of this study are available as Supplementary Information (Supplementary Tables 1–39 and Supplementary Figs. 2–5). All other data are available upon request to the corresponding authors.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Screening for GPCR–βarr1 complexes.
A fluorescence size-exclusion chromatography (FSEC) approach was used to identify GPCRs that display strong coupling to βarr1 in vitro. a, Overview of the screening strategy. Small-scale transfection and purification of candidate GFP-tagged GPCRs was followed by complexing with activated βarr1, denoted by βarr1*. βarr1 was activated in situ by mixing with Fab30 and V2Rpp (Methods) before being added (in excess) to the agonist-bound receptor. Complex formation was assessed by FSEC. b, Representative FSEC traces. The trace of NTSR1 + βarr1* (left) is notable in that it shows a shoulder peak, which indicates substantial complex formation, whereas the trace for β2 adrenergic receptor (β2AR, right) + βarr1* shows little or no complex formation. Experiments were performed independently twice, with similar results.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Phosphorylation of NTSR1 is crucial for the coupling of βarr1.
a, The phosphorylation state of NTSR1 was assessed using ion-exchange chromatography. Chromatograms of aliquots taken at various time points (T, shown in minutes) are overlaid, and the relative amounts of unphosphorylated and phosphorylated species were measured using an optimized stepped elution profile. This experiment was performed once. b, Graphical representation of normalized relative ratio of phosphorylated and unphosphorylated receptor from data shown in a. c, d, FSEC chromatogram for screening βarr1 constructs for forming a stable complex with either unphosphorylated (c) or GRK5-phosphorylated (d) NTSR1. Elution volumes for free receptor, free βarr1 and the receptor–βarr1 complex are shown. The unphosphorylated receptor does not form a complex with any of the βarr1 constructs tested, whereas the phosphorylated receptor couples moderately to full-length βarr1 and strongly to the pre-activated βarr1(ΔCT) construct. Experiments were performed independently twice, with similar results.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Overview of sample preparation and representative cryo-EM preparation.
a, Workflow for the assembly of the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex. Receptor, GRK5 and βarr1(ΔCT) were purified separately. Phosphorylation of NTSR1 by GRK5 in the presence of diC8-PtdIns(4,5)P2 was monitored by analytical ion-exchange chromatography (shown in inset as gradient elution from a representative preparation; a stepped elution ion-exchange chromatography run is shown in Extended Data Fig. 2a), followed by M1 affinity purification. The phosphorylated receptor was combined with βarr1(ΔCT) and additional diC8-PtdIns(4,5)P2 and separated by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) to isolate the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex. The complex was labelled with sulfo-LC-SDA and irradiated with UV light. After a second round of SEC to re-isolate the complex, the sample was concentrated and used for cryo-EM. b, Representative sample preparation: phosphorylated NTSR1 was mixed with βarr1(ΔCT) and purified by SEC (blue curve, SEC 1). Complex fractions were combined and treated with crosslinker, quenched, then UV-irradiated. Lanes 2 and 3 of the SDS–PAGE gel show pooled samples before and after crosslinking and UV irradiation; about 25% of the sample is crosslinked (based on densitometry, top two bands relative to total). The crosslinked sample was re-run on SEC (red curve, SEC2) and SDS–PAGE of peak fractions is shown. Peak fractions were combined, concentrated and used for cryo-EM. Representative negative-stain electron microscopy images of the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex show similar homogeneity, pre- and post-crosslinking. Enlarged views of rotated representative particles (denoted by yellow and blue circles) are shown. Four sample preparations, which all gave similar results by SEC, SDS–PAGE and negative-stain analysis, were used to generate the cryo-EM dataset.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Mass spectrometry analysis of crosslinks in the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex.
a, Lysine residues modified within the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex after treatment with sulfo-LC-SDA were identified by mass spectrometry. Although mass spectrometry data were collected for each band observed by SDS–PAGE separately (Extended Data Fig. 3b), data were combined for analysis as the overall sample was imaged by cryo-EM. For each lysine residue in the complex the degree of modification was approximated as the percentage of times a lysine was found to be modified relative to the total number of times that lysine is observed across all peptides. The Cα for lysine residues that were observed to be modified less than 30% of the time are shown as grey spheres, whereas those found to be modified more than 30% of the time are shown as green spheres. A tabulated analysis is presented in Supplementary Tables 1–7. b, Of the modified lysine residues, several mainly formed dead-end crosslinks (reaction of the activated diazirene with water); those with more than 30% of the lysine residues resulting in dead-end crosslinks are shown as maroon spheres (Cα). c, Only one intermolecular crosslink is observed that is consistent with the structural model obtained from cryo-EM. This crosslink was localized to ICL1 (K91) and a β-strand (shown in green) in the arrestin C-lobe. d, Several intramolecular crosslinks within ICL2 and the adjacent helices are observed. Reactive lysine residues are shown as green spheres (for Cα), and crosslinks were localized to the region shown in green. e, Multiple intramolecular crosslinks within arrestin were observed. Each reactive lysine residue (shown as a Cα sphere) that forms an intrapeptide crosslink, or an intramolecular (within arrestin) crosslink, is coloured to match the region in which the observed crosslink could be localized. Each band was analysed once by mass spectrometry from a representative cryo-EM preparation.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Cryo-EM workflow.
Flow chart of cryo-EM data analysis. Global resolution was determined by FSC with a cut-off of 0.143. The mask used for sharpening was also used for global resolution determination.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Cryo-EM map resolution and model validation, with multi-body analysis revealing structural heterogeneity within the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) complex.
a, Cross validation between the map and the model. The model was refined against one half map after displacement of atoms by 0.2 Å, and FSC curves were calculated between this model and the working half1 map (red), the free half2 map (green) and the final cryo-EM map (full dataset, black) by Mtriage implemented in PHENIX. b, Local resolution of the final 4.2 Å map was estimated by Bsoft. c, Euler angle distribution of the particle set used in the final map. d, Representative sections of the model with accompanying regions of density from the electron microscopy map. e, Masks used for multi-body refinement. f, The contributions of each of the twelve eigenvectors (numbered along the x-axis) to the variance of the overall final map. g, Maps corresponding to the second and ninth components of the first eigenvector (f) are aligned, showing swing-like motion of βarr1(ΔCT) with respect to NTSR1. h, Maps corresponding to first and tenth components of the second eigenvector (f) are superimposed, indicating the tilt-like motion of βarr1(ΔCT) with respect to NTSR1.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Arrestin orientation and interdomain twist.
a, Additional views of Fig. 1c, showing an overlay between NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) and Rho–Arr1: cytoplasmic (intracellular) view (left), side view (middle) and extracellular view (right). b, Compared with the inactive structure, βarr1(ΔCT) in complex with NTSR1 displays an additional interdomain twist between its N-lobe and its C-lobe, which is a hallmark of activation. Comparison of the interdomain twist between NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) (blue, present structure) and V2Rpp–βarr1 (orange, PDB: 4JQI) relative to inactive βarr1 (wheat, PDB: 1G4M). A smaller interdomain twist and displacement between respective C-lobes is observed for NTSR1-bound βarr1 (16°, 3.6 Å) compared with V2Rpp-bound βarr1 (22°, 4.6 Å), indicated by arrows drawn to relative scale. A similar comparison for rhodopsin-bound arrestin-1 (green, PDB: 5W0P) and pre-activated p44 arrestin-1 (purple, PDB: 4J2Q) relative to inactive arrestin-1 (pink, PDB: 1CF1) yields interdomain twist and displacement values of 20°, 5.4 Å and 23°, 6.1 Å, respectively.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Identification of GRK5 phosphorylation sites in human NTSR1 and comparison of phosphate-specific contacts in NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) to those in Rho–Arr1 and V2Rpp–βarr1.
a, Snake diagram of human NTSR1 showing identified phosphosites in ICL3 and the receptor C terminus. The trypsin/LysC digestion sites are shown in light blue. All four phosphosites for ICL3 are in a single peptide beginning with QAA at the end of TM5 and ending at PGR at the beginning of TM6. Phosphosites in the C terminus occur on two peptides, one containing S396, RPAFSR, as well as several missed cleavage variants; and one containing S401, S403, S404, T407 and T413. Tabulated fragment ions are presented in Supplementary Tables 8–39 and spectra are shown in Supplementary Figs. 2–5. Any post translational modifications outside of these two discussed regions are not shown for clarity. These experiments were performed independently twice, and analysed by two or three technical replicates each time, all with similar results. b, Overlay of arrestin structures, in which binding of phosphorylated receptor residues contributes to stabilizing the active state of arrestin. Left, equivalent phosphoresidues on different receptor C-tails (shown in stick representation and coloured accordingly: NTSR1, yellow; V2Rpp, red; rhodopsin, pink) contribute to arrestin activation by interacting with a lysine residue on the gate loop (K294, shown as Cα spheres), thereby breaking the polar core. Right, phosphoresidue pT347 in the V2Rpp interacts with residue K77 at the base of the finger loop. A similarly positioned phosphoresidue in the ICL3 of NTSR1 (pS287) probably interacts with arrestin residues R76/K77 in a similar manner.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Membrane context and curvature for NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT).
a, Comparison of the structures of NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) and NTSR1–cGi, for which membrane-embedded regions were computed using the Orientations of Proteins in Membranes server (https://opm.phar.umich.edu/). The membrane is indicated by grey spheres to show the extent to which the C-edge would insert into the membrane. b, The extent of arrestin tilt observed in the NTSR1–βarr1(ΔCT) structure could also be relevant to the increased membrane curvature observed in endocytic vesicles. As an example, several membrane bilayers are drawn (in red) to scale, comparing the degree of curvature for vesicles ranging from 120 nm to 50 nm in diameter relative to a planar bilayer.


Extended Data Table 1 Cryo-EM data collection, refinement and validation statisticsFull size table
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